
HEADACHE – COULD IT BE A SUB-ARACHNOID HAEMORRHAGE? 
 

 
Headache is a fairly common reason for people to attend the Emergency Department.  

There are many causes of headache, most of which are not serious and will settle with 

simple pain killers and rest.   

 

A small number of headaches have serious causes.  Your doctor may be concerned that 

your headache could be caused by a sub-arachnoid haemorrhage - a rare but 

potentially life-threatening cause.    This is bleeding into the brain due to a tiny aneurysm 

(abnormal swelling) in a blood vessel inside the skull.  If discovered early, this can be 

treated by neurosurgeons to prevent more serious bleeding which can cause death or 

stroke.  

 

This rare cause of headaches can be detected in most patients using a CT scan of the 

brain, particularly if the scan is done early. If performed within 6 hours of onset of 

headache, a CT scan will detect nearly all cases, with only 1 case in 100 remaining 

undetected and at risk of further bleeding.  

 

 

 

Patients with a normal CT scan done after 6 hours from onset of headache 

 
A lumbar puncture may be considered in this case to further help find this cause.  This 

involves carefully inserting a special needle into the lower spine and taking a small 

amount of fluid from around the spine. This is done under local anaesthetic.   

 

The risks of the procedure include: 

     - Discomfort and time taken to perform the procedure and to get the results back 

     - Possibility of failed procedure requiring repeat attempts 

     - Significant risk of headache due to the procedure – this can last a few days, and in  

       rare cases needs another procedure to stop the fluid leaking from the spine 

     - Rare possibility of introducing infection into the spine and causing meningitis 

 

 

 

 

Patients with a normal CT scan within 6 hours of onset of headache 

 
You can be reassured that the risk is extremely low and unless there are other high risk 

features, you do not require further tests for this cause.  

 

Recent studies show that this group of patients may no longer require a lumbar puncture 

as the benefits do not outweigh the risks.  In summary, doctors would need to do 700 

lumbar punctures in this group of patients, to find just 1 patient with a missed bleed.   

 

 

 

If your CT scan is normal, you should discuss with your doctor whether or not a lumbar 

puncture is recommended for your situation, and whether you wish to have one done. 


